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Blink Rate patterns provide a 
Reliable Measure of individual 
engagement with Scene content
carolyn Ranti1,2, Warren Jones1,2,3, Ami Klin  1,2,3 & Sarah Shultz1,2 ✉

eye-blinking has emerged as a promising means of measuring viewer engagement with visual 
content. this method capitalizes on the fact that although we remain largely unaware of our eye-
blinking in everyday situations, eye-blinks are inhibited at precise moments in time so as to minimize 
the loss of visual information that occurs during a blink. Probabilistically, the more important the 
visual information is to the viewer, the more likely he or she will be to inhibit blinking. In the present 
study, viewer engagement was experimentally manipulated in order to: (1) replicate past studies 
suggesting that a group of viewers will blink less often when watching content that they perceive as 
more important or relevant; (2) test the reliability of the measure by investigating constraints on the 
timescale over which blink rate patterns can be used to accurately quantify viewer engagement; and (3) 
examine whether blink rate patterns can be used to quantify what an individual – as opposed to a group 
of viewers—perceives as engaging. Results demonstrate that blink rate patterns can be used to measure 
changes in individual and group engagement that unfold over relatively short (1 second) and long 
(60 second) timescales. However, for individuals with lower blink rates, blink rate patterns may provide 
less optimal measures when engagement shifts rapidly (at intervals of 1 second or less). Findings 
support the use of eye-blink measures in future studies investigating a person’s subjective perception of 
how engaging a stimulus is.

In everyday complex environments, successful adaptive action depends upon selectively engaging with things 
that have the greatest behavioral relevance. Information that is not perceived as relevant—even if looked at—
may go unprocessed1,2. For this reason, engagement—defined herein as a kind of focused attention that involves 
investment or engrossment in an activity or with a person or thing3–5—is a critical gating mechanism for success-
ful learning1,2. The current study investigates a novel measure of a specific facet of engagement: perceived stimulus 
salience, defined herein as a person’s subjective perception of how important or engaging a stimulus is. Perceived 
stimulus salience guides attention towards what is perceived to be most important at any given moment and, con-
sequently, acts as a gatekeeper in selecting experiences that will directly affect learning, memory, ongoing brain 
activation, and subsequent brain specialization6–9.

The perceived salience of a stimulus can be driven by a host of interacting factors, including the physical 
properties of the stimulus10 and the internal needs and states (i.e., the goals, motivations, and interests) of the 
viewer11–14. Perceived stimulus salience is therefore a dynamic property that changes over space and time (varying 
as a function of changes in stimulus properties or changes in a viewer’s internal needs), and an inherently subjec-
tive aspect of viewer experience. Consequently, viewers’ assessment of the salience of a stimulus—i.e., real-time 
appraisals of what is perceived by the viewers themselves as being important or salient to process—has tradition-
ally been very difficult to quantify objectively and with high temporal resolution, limiting scientific inquiry into 
this critical phenomenon.

Recently, however, eye-blink inhibition has emerged as a promising means of measuring the perceived sali-
ence of scene content. This method capitalizes on the fundamental tradeoff between the physiological benefits 
of blinking—keeping the eye lubricated and cleansed15—and the potentially negative consequences of the loss of 
visual information that occurs during a blink16–18. Given this tradeoff, it would be highly adaptive to dynamically 
adjust the exact timing of when we do or do not blink. Indeed, although we remain largely unaware of our own 
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eye-blinking in everyday situations, the precise timing of eye-blinking is dynamically, unconsciously adjusted18–25: 
probabilistically, viewers are least likely to blink when looking at something perceived to be most important. 
Consequently, viewers’ subjective perception of stimulus salience can be quantified by measuring their rate of 
eye-blinking while viewing visual information.

This method was first described by our laboratory in a study examining whether the timing of eye-blinking 
during natural viewing varies as a function of viewer engagement26. This hypothesis was tested by collecting 
eye-tracking and eye-blink data from two groups of viewers with very different interests: typically-developing 
toddlers and toddlers with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD). Unlike typically-developing toddlers, toddlers with 
ASD show reduced attention to a range of social cues and increased attention to physical cues26–33. To capitalize 
on the different internal goals and interests of these two groups of children, we presented them with a video of an 
unscripted, naturalistic interaction that included both physical movements (the opening and closing of a door 
on a toy wagon) and affectively charged social interactions (an argument between two onscreen characters). 
As expected, typical 2-year-olds inhibited their blinking when watching emotionally charged scenes and when 
looking at the faces of onscreen characters, whereas 2-year-olds with ASD inhibited their blinking when look-
ing at physical objects and at physical objects in motion. These results suggest that by measuring the timing of 
blink inhibition relative to unfolding scene content, one can determine, on a moment-by-moment basis, viewers’ 
unconscious, subjective appraisals of the importance of what they are watching.

Several studies by independent research groups have also investigated the relationship between eye-blinking 
and cognitive processes, demonstrating that: (1) eye-blinking decreases during the presentation of task-relevant 
stimuli in both visual and auditory domains34,35; (2) eye-blinking predicts how strongly movie scenes will be 
remembered (with moments of decreased blinking—i.e., increased engagement—coinciding with content that is 
more strongly remembered, evidence of a remarkably direct link to learning)36; (3) eye-blinking increases dur-
ing moments when the probability of missing important visual information is low (i.e., during less engaging 
moments)19; and (4) eye-blinking is similarly decreased at times of increased vigilance and alertness in multiple 
non-human species37,38. While these studies used varying terminology to describe the cognitive processes that 
influence eye-blinking, the constructs invoked share key features of engagement (engrossment or investment in 
features of the environment3,4,39), providing additional support for the notion that eye-blinking provides a marker 
of engagement in both human and non-human species.

Given the potential of measures of eye-blinking for indexing perceived stimulus salience, the goal of the cur-
rent paper is to further validate the utility of eye-blinking as a measure of engagement and to test the reliability of 
the measure under varying conditions. Unlike our previous study in which perceived salience was defined by the 
viewers’ own internal goals and interests (i.e., the different interests of typical toddlers and toddlers with ASD), 
the current study experimentally manipulates perceived stimulus salience by randomly assigning participants to 
engage with one of two tasks while watching the same stimuli, providing a test of the hypothesis that viewers will 
blink less often when watching content perceived as being more important or relevant to process.

We also investigate whether there are constraints on the timescale over which blink rate patterns can be used to 
reliably quantify viewer engagement. To take an extreme example, we would expect that measures of eye-blinking 
would necessarily fail to detect changes in engagement that unfold more quickly than the duration of an eye-blink 
(typically 150–400 ms25,40). At the other extreme, blink rates averaged over the course of days or weeks may fail 
to identify relatively brief fluctuations in engagement. To determine whether blink rate patterns can resolve dif-
ferences in perceived stimulus salience across varying timescales, the current study explicitly manipulates viewer 
engagement with scene content over timescales ranging from 1 to 60 seconds in duration. This specific range 
of relatively short timescales was selected because of how quickly the dynamics of visual scene processing can 
unfold41,42.

Finally, we test whether blink rate patterns can be used to quantify what an individual – as opposed to a group 
of viewers—perceives as engaging. While previous research has used blink rate patterns to quantify what is per-
ceived as engaging by groups26, quantifying what an individual perceives as engaging presents unique challenges. 
For instance, individual viewers spend far more time not blinking than blinking, with healthy adults averag-
ing approximately 4 to 30 blinks per minute43–46. Given the relative sparseness of individual relative to group 
eye-blink data, it may be more challenging to determine whether a lack of eye-blinking on the part of an individ-
ual reflects increased engagement or whether it simply reflects the absence of a physiological need to blink. This 
challenge may be especially pronounced among individuals with lower blink rates44. The present study examines 
whether individual (as opposed to group) blink rates can be used to recover information about an individual’s 
assessment of perceived stimulus salience, and, if so, whether the utility of individual measures of engagement 
varies as a function of individual blink rates.

In order to experimentally manipulate perceived stimulus salience, we randomly assigned typical adults 
(n = 21) to engage in one of two tasks while watching the same stimuli. All participants watched videos that 
alternated between scenes of animals on land and scenes of animals under water at a constant rate of 1, 5, 10, 15, 
20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, or 60 s, for a total of 13 composite videos (1 for each timing condition) (see Fig. 1). 
Half of the participants were instructed to count the number of land animals in each scene, and the others were 
instructed to count the number of water animals in each scene (participant groups are referred to henceforth 
as ‘land counters’ and ‘water counters’, respectively). As a result of this task assignment, the two categories of 
scene content (animals on land and animals under water) were experimentally manipulated to be differentially 
engaging: by task design, land scenes will be more engaging to ‘land counters’ whereas water scenes will be more 
engaging to ‘water counters’.

Eye-tracking data were collected while participants watched the videos, and blinks were identified by an 
automated algorithm measuring occlusion of the pupil by rate of change in pupil diameter and by vertical dis-
placement of the measured pupil center, as in Shultz et al.26. Mean blinks per minute were calculated for each 
participant during: (1) the entire viewing session; (2) the land animal scenes; and (3) the water animal scenes.
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Results
Modulation of group blink rate by experimental task. As expected, there was no difference in over-
all blink rate between land counters and water counters during the entire viewing session (two-sample t-test, 
t(19) = 0.28, p = 0.78; Shapiro-Wilk tests indicated that blink rate was normally distributed for both water and 
land counters (W(10) = 0.91, p = 0.27 and W(11) = 0.91, p = 0.23, respectively)) (Fig. 2A). To examine whether 
blink rate was modulated as a function of task, we compared blink rates for each experimental group (land coun-
ters or water counters) during land and water scenes. A mixed ANOVA with scene type (land vs water) as a 
within-subjects factor and experimental group (land counters vs water counters) as a between-subjects factor 
revealed a significant interaction between scene type and experimental group on blink rate (F(1,19)=33.903, 
p = 0.000013; Shapiro-Wilk tests indicated that blink rate was normally distributed for each combination of the 
within- and between-subjects factors, all p’s > 0.05.) (Fig. 2B). Paired t-tests revealed that viewers assigned to the 
‘land counter’ group spontaneously decreased their blink rate during land scenes and increased their blink rate 
during water scenes (t(10) = −5.97, p = 0.00014). Similarly, the ‘water counter’ group spontaneously decreased 
their blink rate during water scenes and increased their blink rate during land scenes (t(9) = 3.79, p = 0.004). This 
pattern was consistent even on an individual basis: every participant had a lower blink rate (measured as mean 
blinks per minute) during scenes that contained content relevant to their assigned task (Fig. 2D).

Measuring group engagement over varying timescales. To investigate whether there are constraints 
on the timescale at which blink rates can be used to quantify viewer engagement, participants were presented with 
videos that alternated between land scenes and water scenes over varying timescales (i.e., presented with varying 
scene alternation rates of 1 scene per 1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, or 60 s). Group blink rates were 
calculated for each timing condition separately. Across all timescales examined, paired t-tests revealed that par-
ticipants blinked less during scenes that contained content relevant to their assigned task (all p’s < 0.05, corrected 
for multiple comparisons using the Bonferroni-Holm method47) (Fig. 3).

Classification of group membership using individual blink rate patterns. To investigate whether 
individual (as opposed to group) blink rate patterns can be used to recover information about perceived salience, 
we tested whether individuals could be correctly classified as having been assigned to the land or water counter 
condition on the basis of their blink rates during video watching.

Two separate classification analyses were performed, each using different input features (i.e., a different metric 
upon which classification was made). The first classification was made on the basis of the difference between a 
viewer’s mean blinks per minute during land and water scenes. The second classification was made on the basis 
of a viewer’s blinks per minute averaged over consecutive intervals throughout the composite videos (see Fig. 4). 
The critical distinction between these two input features is the extent to which they rely on knowledge of the 
task structure. The first requires knowledge of when task relevant and task irrelevant information was presented, 
while the second does not, making it more well-suited for paradigms in which moments likely to be perceived as 
engaging are not known a priori. These two classification analyses will be referred to henceforth as ‘content-aware’ 
and ‘content-unaware’ classification, respectively.

Content-aware classification. As described above, the input feature used for this classification was a participant’s 
average blink rate during all land scenes minus their average blink rate during all water scenes (see Fig. 4). This 
input feature was calculated using data from all 13 videos. Each participant was labeled by experimental group 
(‘land counter’ or ‘water counter’). Sensitivity (the percentage of land counters correctly assigned to the land 
condition) and specificity (the percentage of water counters correctly identified as not being assigned to the land 
condition) were calculated across all possible discrimination threshold values. Receiver Operating Characteristic 
(ROC) curve analysis was used to plot the true positive rate (sensitivity) against the false positive rate (1 – spec-
ificity). The area under the empirical curve (AUC) is used to combine both dimensions into a single metric48.

Figure 1. Task schematic. At the beginning of each composite video, participants saw an instruction screen for 
10 s, indicating the animal to be counted in the upcoming video. Then, they saw a video that alternated between 
scenes of animals under water and scenes of animals on land. Across the 13 timing conditions, the alternating 
scene time (duration of land scene shown before a water scene was shown or vice versa) was between 1 s and 60 s 
in length. All scenes in a composite video were the same length. Finally, participants saw a 10 s response screen, 
prompting them to report the number of target animals counted. The 13 composite videos were presented in 
random order.
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Consistent with the finding that every participant blinked less during scenes that contained content relevant to 
their assigned task (see Fig. 2D), the AUC was 1, an indication of perfect classifier success. Sensitivity and speci-
ficity at the optimal threshold were 100%. Ninety-five percent confidence intervals for sensitivity and specificity 
(indicating the range of classification performance values one might expect to obtain if the same experiment was 
repeated on numerous samples49) were 67.9% to 100% and 70.0% to 100%, respectively.

Content-unaware classification. Unlike the content-aware classification analysis, in which classification 
was made on the basis of blink rates during land and water scenes, content-unaware classification was made 
on the basis of features that require no a priori knowledge of the task structure. Specifically, content-unaware 

Figure 2. Blink rate by experimental group and condition. (A) Overall blink rate: Participants randomly 
assigned to one of two experimental tasks (land counters or water counters) did not differ in their average 
blink rate over the entire viewing session. (B) Blink rate by task condition: There was a significant interaction 
between scene type and experimental group on blink rate: both land and water counters blinked less often 
during scenes that contained content relevant to their assigned task. (C) Instantaneous blink rate (exemplars): 
Smoothed instantaneous blink rate of water counters (blue) and land counters (red) while viewing a composite 
video alternating between water and land scenes (example shown alternates every 5 seconds). Group blink 
rates decreased during scenes that contained content relevant to the participants’ assigned task (i.e., blink rates 
decreased during land scenes for land counters and decreased during water scenes for water counters); likewise, 
group blink rates increased during scenes that did not contain task-relevant content (i.e., water scenes for land 
counters and vice versa). (D) Every participant had lower mean blinks per minute (BPM) during scenes that 
contained content relevant to the participant’s assigned task (i.e., land scenes for land counters and water scenes 
for water counters) and higher BPM during scenes that did not contain task-relevant content (i.e., water scenes 
for land counters and vice versa). Dashed diagonal line represents equal BPM during land and water scenes.
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classification was made on the basis of average blink rates during consecutive intervals of a fixed length, concat-
enated across all composite videos (see Fig. 4 for an example of content-unaware input features defined using 
5 second intervals).

Given that there is no gold standard for selecting the optimal interval size over which to average blink rates, 
a range of plausible interval sizes were first identified by visual inspection. These intervals appeared to meaning-
fully capture changes in blink rate, while averaging over fluctuations that would be better characterized as noise. 
Classification was then performed over the entire range of plausible interval sizes, for a total of 10 analyses (10 
interval sizes, evenly spaced between 1 and 10 seconds), to ensure that classification results were not influenced 
by choice of interval size.

For each composite video, blink rates were calculated during each interval size (1 to 10 seconds), and then 
concatenated across all 13 videos. These vectors were used to train a Support Vector Machine (SVM), a classi-
fication approach that uses supervised learning50. Given a set of training examples, each labeled as belonging 
to one of two categories, the SVM algorithm outputs the hyperplane that has the largest distance to the nearest 
training-data point of any category. This model is then used to assign new examples to one category or the other.

Data from each participant was labeled according to when the participant was actively counting animals in 
each of the videos (‘attended odd’ or ‘attended even’). For example, a water counter who saw the set of videos in 
which water scenes were presented first and then in every odd-numbered scene thereafter was labeled ‘attended 
odd’ (see Fig. 4 for example). By contrast, a water counter who saw the other set of stimuli, in which a water scene 
was presented second and then in every even-numbered scene thereafter, was labeled ‘attended even’.

Training and classification were performed using MATLAB’s ‘svmtrain’ and ‘svmclassify’ functions (Matlab 
R2015a), with a linear kernel. The classifier was trained and tested using a leave-one-out cross-validation pro-
cedure, whereby the classifier was trained on all the data minus one ‘left-out’ participant and then tested on the 
‘left-out’ participant51. The regularization parameter (which characterizes the degree of importance that is given 
to miss-classifications) was selected for each training set by iterating over a range of potential values (10−2 to 
1010)52,53. For each parameter value that was tested, a classifier was trained on 75% of the training set and then 
tested on the remaining 25% of the training set. The regularization parameter that produced the most accurate 
classifier was then used to train a classifier using the entire training set. This final classifier assigned a group label 
(‘attended odd’ or ‘attended even’) to the single excluded participant. The entire procedure was repeated for each 
participant.

Figure 3. Measuring group engagement over varying timescales. Group blink rates for videos that alternated 
between land and water scenes at varying timescales (1–60 s). Across all timescales examined, participants 
blinked less during scenes that contained task-relevant content (‘task-relevant scenes’) and more during scenes 
that did not contain task-relevant content (‘task-irrelevant scenes’).

Figure 4. Example classification inputs for a single example participant assigned to the ‘water counter/attended 
odd’ condition. The input used for content-aware classification (top) was the participant’s average blink rate 
during all land scenes minus their average blink rate during all water scenes. This was calculated using data from 
all composite videos, and the participant was labeled as a ‘water counter’. For content-unaware classification 
(bottom), the input was a vector of the participant’s average blink rate during consecutive intervals (5 s intervals 
shown here), concatenated across all composite videos. The participant was labelled as ‘attended odd’.
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Permutation testing was used to test the null hypothesis that classifier performance did not differ from 
chance54. In each of 1000 iterations, experimental group labels (‘attended odd’ and ‘attended even’) were ran-
domly assigned without replacement to the 21 participants, and then the classifier was trained and tested in the 
manner described above. The 95th percentile across all 1000 iterations served as a cutoff for statistically significant 
classifier success rate (p < 0.05).

The content-unaware classification approach was successful in classifying individuals as having been assigned 
to the land or water counter condition on the basis of their blink rates. At least 19 out of 21 participants were cor-
rectly classified for every interval size used (Table 1). All classification results differed from chance (all p’s < 0.01, 
assessed via permutation testing).

influence of inter-individual variability in blink rates on individual measures of engage-
ment. Consistent with previous reports44,55, high inter-individual variability in blink rates was observed in 
the present study (range, 2–26 blinks per minute (bpm); mean = 12.6 bpm; standard deviation = 6.7 bpm). To 
test whether the utility of individual measures of engagement varies as a function of individual blink rates, we 
examined the relationship between an individual’s blink rate and the strength of their assignment to their actual 
experimental group by the content-aware classifier.

For trials of every scene duration, kernel density estimation56 was used to calculate two probability density 
functions (PDFs): one for each experimental group’s content-aware classification metric (a viewer’s mean blinks 
per minute during all land scenes minus their mean blinks per minute during all water scenes). The PDFs define 
the probability of a given classification metric occurring in each experimental group. Then, classification strength 
was quantified for each participant by computing a likelihood ratio, defined as:

LR P participant classification metric occurring in correct group
P participant classification metric occurring in incorrect group

( )
( )

=

This ratio compares the likelihood of the participant’s classification metric occurring in the distribution of 
the correct experimental group to the likelihood of the classification metric occurring in the distribution of the 
incorrect experimental group. Thus, an LR greater than 1 indicates that the metric is more likely under the cor-
rect experimental group. The higher the likelihood ratio, the better that individual fits their correct experimental 
group.

Regression analyses were run to examine the relationship between an individual’s blink rate during a video 
and their log transformed LR. Linear, quadratic, cubic, and exponential regressions were run on the data for 
each scene duration, and p-values were Bonferroni corrected for multiple comparisons (13 total)47. Only the 
linear regression for the shortest scene duration (1 s) was significant (r2 = 0.735, p = 6.8319E-7) (see Fig. 5A and 
Supplementary Materials Fig. 1). Examination of the relationship between individual blink rates and log trans-
formed LR during the composite video that alternated between land and water scenes every 1 s, revealed that 
strength of classification (indexed by LR) was lower for individuals with lower blink rates (see Fig. 5B).

Deming regression analyses (which, unlike linear regression, accounts for measurement errors in both indi-
vidual blink rate and log transformed LR variables) confirmed the robustness of linear regression results (see 
Supplementary Materials Table 1 for details).

Discussion
The present findings provide strong evidence that blink rate is modulated by engagement. Unlike our previous 
study, which examined natural variations in perceived salience during free-viewing of social scenes26, the pres-
ent study used an experimental task to manipulate perceived salience by randomly assigning participants to 
engage with one of two tasks. Despite viewing the exact same visual stimuli, our results revealed that participants 
assigned to the ‘land counter’ and ‘water counter’ groups showed distinct blink rate patterns, with each group 
blinking less while viewing content perceived to be more salient and more relevant to their assigned task.

Our findings also demonstrate that blink rate patterns can be used to accurately quantify changes in perceived 
stimulus salience that unfold over a range of timescales. When viewers’ level of engagement with visual content 
was manipulated to change at varying rates (with scenes containing task-relevant content appearing every 1 to 
60 seconds), each group still blinked less while viewing content perceived to be more salient or relevant to their 

Interval Size (s) Percent Correct

1 90.48

2 95.24

3 95.24

4 95.24

5 95.24

6 90.48

7 90.48

8 90.48

9 95.24

10 100.00

Table 1. Content-unaware classification results for each interval size.
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assigned task. This suggests that blink rate patterns can be used to accurately measure changes in viewer engage-
ment that unfold over relatively short (e.g., 1 s) and long (e.g. 60 s) timescales. Future studies are needed to assess 
the utility of eye-blink measures of engagement across even shorter and longer timescales.

While past work has demonstrated that group blink rates are significantly modulated by perceived stimulus 
salience, the present study provides the first demonstration that a single viewer’s blink rate patterns can be used 
to quantify how engaged they are with what they are looking at. Across the entire experiment, every individu-
al’s blink rate was modulated by perceived salience: all participants blinked less frequently during scenes that 
contained content relevant to their assigned task. Furthermore, two classification analyses (content-aware and 
content-unaware classification) showed that a single viewer’s blink rate pattern contains sufficient information to 
correctly classify the viewer as having been assigned to the land counter or water counter group.

Unlike content-aware classification, which required knowledge of the task structure (i.e., when task relevant 
and task irrelevant scenes were presented), content-unaware classification was performed without relying on 
a priori knowledge of when participants were likely to be engaged. While both classification approaches were 
highly successful (supporting the utility of eye-blinking as an individual measure of engagement), the success of 
content-unaware classification is a promising indicator that group membership can be recovered on the basis of 
blink rates, even during more ecologically-valid, free-viewing paradigms, where moments perceived as engaging 
are not known a priori. For example, this method could be used to evaluate whether an individual’s blink rate 
pattern was more consistent with that of typically-developing viewers or viewers with a clinical condition, such as 
Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD), during open-ended free viewing of naturalistic social scenes.

Finally, we examined whether the utility of individual measures of engagement varies as a function of individ-
ual differences in blink rate. Individual overall blink rates showed no relationship to classification strength (i.e., 
how closely their blink rate pattern matched that of their experimental group) for videos that alternated between 
land and water scenes every 5 to 60 seconds. This suggests that changes in an individual’s rate of eye-blinking 
over the course of a viewing session can be used to measure differences in viewer engagement that unfold over 
timescales of 5 to 60 seconds, even amongst viewers with very low mean blink rates (i.e., 2 blinks per minute). 
However, we did observe a significant relationship between blink rates and classification strength during videos 
that alternated most rapidly (i.e., every 1 second) between land and water scenes. This indicates that when viewer 
engagement changes rapidly (i.e., at intervals of 1 second or less), it may be more difficult to classify individuals 
who do not blink as often.

While our results indicate that change in a viewer’s blink rate over the course of a viewing session can reveal 
information about engagement, future research is needed to determine whether a viewer’s instantaneous blink 
rate can be used to index moment-by-moment variations in engagement. Given that individual viewers spend 
more time not blinking than blinking, it may be challenging to determine whether any one period of not blinking 
is indicative of engagement. However, a recent computational model that captures individual blinking behavior 
as a trade-off between an internal, physiological need to blink and the external task requirements of not blinking 
when task-related information needs to be acquired, suggests that such a measure may be possible, as long as 
some properties of the environmental statistics are known18. In addition, future studies should examine whether 
blink rate patterns can provide information about the extent to which viewers are engaged with what they are 
looking at. Given that rates of eye-blinking cannot decrease below zero, measures of eye-blinking may not be 
well-suited for capturing further increases in engagement once a certain level of engagement has been reached.

conclusions
The present findings demonstrate that blink rate patterns provide a reliable measure of viewer engagement. In 
particular, the finding that individual blink rate patterns contain enough information to correctly classify group 
membership has important implications for many different fields in which a viewer’s subjective perception of 
stimulus salience is an important aspect of investigation. For instance, in education and intervention programs, 
engagement has been identified as a fundamental mechanism of human learning and is a critical mediator of suc-
cessful learning in individuals with developmental disabilities1,57,58. While there are currently no quantitative and 
objective measures of engagement for evaluating such programs59, the performance-based individualized meas-
ures of engagement described herein could be used to develop objective tools for quantifying this critical active 

Figure 5. Relationship between individual blink rate and classification strength for scenes of varying length. 
(A) A significant relationship between individual blink rate and log likelihood ratio (log(LR)) was observed 
for 1 s scenes only. (B) The relationship between log(LR) and blink rates during 1 s scenes, indicating that 
classification strength (indexed by log(LR)) was lower for participants with lower blink rates.
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ingredient for successful learning. In addition, in clinical research, measures of how engaged a viewer is with 
specific types of visual content could provide a biomarker of disease state, disease progression, and/or treatment 
response in conditions that affect engagement with circumscribed content or attentional biases, such as ASD60, 
schizophrenia61, bipolar disorder62, or depression63. Ongoing research in our laboratory is investigating whether 
blink rate patterns can be used to classify individuals by diagnostic group and to identify what types of content 
individual viewers with developmental disabilities, such as ASD, perceive as being highly engaging.

Methods
participants. Twenty-one adults (mean age: 27.9 years, standard deviation: 6.8 years, range: 22–46 years; 
3 male) with normal or corrected-to-normal vision participated in the study. One additional participant was 
excluded because the participant fell asleep during the session. All participants gave written informed consent, 
and the Emory Institutional Review Board approved the protocol. All methods were carried out in accordance 
with the relevant guidelines and regulations.

Stimuli. Stimuli consisted of video footage that alternated between scenes of animals on land and scenes of 
animals under water (see Fig. 1). The animal scenes were drawn from various sources, including live feeds from 
the National Aquarium in Baltimore, a live feed from Zoo Atlanta, YouTube videos, and original footage recorded 
in Cayo Santiago, Puerto Rico.

Composite videos ranged from 1.5 to 2.67 minutes in length. Each composite video alternated between land 
scenes and underwater scenes at a constant rate of 1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, or 60 s, for a total of 13 
video timing conditions. Each composite video contained scenes that were pulled from two source videos – one 
that depicted animals on land, and one that depicted animals under water. Participants never saw the same scene 
more than once, and all scenes were continuous shots with no abrupt changes in camera angles. Each participant 
saw all 13 composite videos (one for each timing condition). The total task time was approximately 26 minutes.

Videos were displayed centered on a 20-inch (50.8-cm) computer monitor (refresh rate of 60 Hz noninter-
laced). Video frames were 24-bit color images, 640 × 480 pixels in resolution. Video frame rate of presentation 
was 30 frames per second. No audio track accompanied the experimental stimuli.

Apparatus and experimental setting. Eye-tracking data were collected using a dark pupil-corneal reflec-
tion video-oculography technique, with hardware and software created by ISCAN (Woburn, MA). The system 
was mounted on the bill of a baseball cap that participants wore throughout the session. Head movement was not 
restrained, but participants were told to remain as still as possible. Participants sat in a dark room, 25 inches from 
a 20-inch computer screen, which was mounted flush within a white wall panel. Prior to data collection, a calibra-
tion routine was performed using a 5-point calibration scheme, as in Shultz et al. (2011). Calibration was verified 
periodically throughout the experiment by presenting the 5 calibration points onscreen. Data were collected at 60 
samples per second and down-sampled to the rate of stimulus presentation (30 samples per second) for analysis.

task & procedure. Eye-tracking data were collected while participants watched the 13 composite videos. 
Eleven of the 21 participants, selected at random, were instructed to count the number of land animals while the 
other 10 participants were instructed to count the number of water animals.

Each video consisted of three parts: an instruction screen, the composite video, and a response screen (see 
Fig. 1). At the beginning of each video, participants saw a 10 second instruction screen, identifying the target 
animal to be counted in the upcoming video. The instructions displayed both the name and a picture of the target 
animal. Participants then saw a composite video that alternated between scenes of animals on land and scenes 
of animals under water; scenes alternated at a constant rate of either 1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, or 
60 s, for a total of 13 timing conditions. After each composite video, participants saw a 10 second response screen 
with static text that prompted them to verbally report how many target animals they counted. Participants were 
instructed to continue looking at the video screen while making a verbal response.

The 13 composite videos were presented in random order. Eleven of the participants saw videos in which a 
land scene was presented first, and the other 10 participants saw videos in which a water scene was presented first. 
Scene order was counterbalanced between land counters and water counters.

Data processing. Eye tracking data were processed using in-house software that identified saccades, blinks, 
and off-screen fixations (fixations directed away from the stimuli presentation screen). Blinks were identified 
by an automated algorithm measuring occlusion of the pupil by rate of change in pupil diameter and by vertical 
displacement of the measured pupil center. This algorithm was previously verified through manual coding of 
video data in a sample of toddlers and through simultaneous video and electromyography (EMG) recording in 
one adult viewer26. In comparison with video recordings, the algorithm accurately detected 95.0% of all blinks 
identified by manual coding of video images. In comparison with EMG recordings, the algorithm accurately 
detected 96.4% of blinks recorded by EMG. Duration measurements comparing blinks detected by the algorithm 
and blinks detected by EMG were different by less than 10 ms (i.e., less than the sampling detection threshold of 
the eye-tracker). All 13 videos were included in analyses.
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